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Benefits
• Visibility to improve cost control and
results: Use pay rules (such as break
deductions, rounding time, and per diem
allotments) to manage compliance at the
contract and location level. Track hours
by assignment, and pay contractors
based on agreed rate cards. You can
also track time measurements – such
as standard, overtime, and weekend –
on a daily, weekly, or monthly basis.
• Flexibility to increase speed and
productivity: Leveraging integration
with gate pass systems, the solution
automatically captures accurate start
and end times and uses embedded
smart logic to address badge-read
errors. Workers can have multiple
assignments, and assignments can
be deployed across multiple workers
quickly.
• Confidence to manage compliance and
security risks: Now, it’s possible to help
ensure that external workers have access
to the facilities they are working in, as well
as help ensure that local labor regulations
are followed on a global basis.

SAP® Fieldglass Assignment
Management
Centrally Deploy, Manage, and
Pay External Workers Across
All Facilities and Project Types
Asset-intensive industries leverage external workforces to perform ad hoc maintenance and project work. Creating work assignments and then assigning and
deploying the right external resources is often challenging. And capturing the data
needed to pay those resources accurately and against the right POs, cost centers,
and work orders can be complex. Often, workers are deployed on an as-needed
basis and work on multiple individual projects – by themselves or on a crew.
The SAP® Fieldglass® Assignment Management solution simplifies how you administer this work under existing umbrella supplier agreements. Use digital checklists
to verify resource selections have the right qualifications and certifications for a
given job. Then, assign one or multiple resources from your resource pool, or give
one resource multiple assignments in any day, week, or month.
The work administration process is handled through a single interface and logged
against preset job codes and pay rates. In addition, each assignment includes
information such as start and end dates, site or location information, cost center,
currency, and any custom fields. This job-coding granularity allows supervisors to
properly disposition workers across jobs and locations. You can even integrate
time tracking with a gate pass system used to give workers access to secure work
areas at the times and days they are assigned to complete jobs.
The integrated time processing service will calculate the hours worked based on
the actual clock-in and clock-out swipes made by external workers. A built-in
pay-rules engine automatically rounds time based on the assigned schedule,
calculates overtime, shifts differentials and per diems, and more. SAP Fieldglass
Assignment Management can automatically code time-card data against POs,
cost centers, and work orders, as well as use it to generate an invoice in your ERP
system. The result is a win-win for everyone: workers get paid accurately and in a
timely manner, and you are confident that you are not overpaying.

LEARN MORE

For more information about how your company can realize the
benefits of SAP Fieldglass Assignment Management, visit us at
www.fieldglass.com/assignment-management.
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